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As the nation inches toward herd immunity, companies  
must determine when and how to reopen their workplaces.

WHERE
TO START

The main priorities are the safety of all employees, employee
needs in and out of work, and building and growing the
company culture across different modes of officing.


What will slow the process are local regulations based on
cases, hospital capacity, death count, Covid vaccine
distribution and success, and school and childcare openings.
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How to get people back: (Workplace)
If companies haven’t already surveyed employees, the first

A company of 100 people that could occupy approximately

step is to do so to understand what they think about where

17,500 square feet pre-pandemic could now require

they will work, when they want to be in the office, specific

approximately 25,000 square feet. 



needs and concerns. Link to survey


Costs per square foot or per employee can vary greatly as
Companies have numerous obstacles to navigate. In addition

well. Just some of the line items include: office supplies and

to determining what the building they occupy will and won’t

services, biophilia, day porter/restock, janitorial, physical

provide in terms of safety, cleaning, and monitoring, they

security reception, repair and maintenance, technology

must also decide what protocols they will adopt internally.

systems, rent, CAM, utilities, parking, property tax, food and

They must decide on a capacity cap for the office and if they

snacks, and any relocation costs. Also, previously, wellness

will require employees to be tested before allowing them  

programs, such as fitness, mental health, and massages,

to use shared office space. Some insurance companies  

were distinct and separate benefits but are now more

don’t cover those who are asymptomatic and tests can cost

intertwined than before COVID. 



anywhere from $60 to $200. If the employees are not
insured, will the employers pay for testing? They must also

The focus on making current space work will likely take

determine if proof of vaccination will be required to use any

precedence for the foreseeable future. The cost of relocating

shared office space. 



or opening new offices may prove challenging for many
companies until the labor market recovers and the economy

How will capacity be controlled and managed for who  

returns to growth mode. Most companies will likely make  

comes to the office? Programs will be needed to monitor

do with the space they have and opt to operate at a lower

capacity, scheduling, and priorities. Some teams may

capacity. The logistics of managing the space employees

currently already be better suited for remote work and for

occupy space include technology implementation (capacity

others it may be obvious they need to have in-person

tracking, space planning, video conferencing, visitor

interaction, but the gray area for those who can work

protocol), safety protocols (wayfinding, capacity restrictions,

anywhere yet prefer to have some in-office time, the hybrid

mask wearing, cleaning, elevator access), design elements

workplace dynamic becomes even more complicated.

(furniture, layout, social distancing, food, access), and

Historically, the rule of thumb for space per employee

continuous cleaning (surfaces, bathrooms, kitchens, door

hovered around 175 square feet. The emergence of creative

handles, printers, phones).



space in the early 2010s shrank that to about 150 sf. The
former personal space of employees was transferred to

Some other considerations include employee engagement

common areas to make room for cafes, ping pong tables,

when part of the staff is remote and part is in the office,

nap rooms, meditation gardens, and other amenities.

equity for remote and in-office staff for promotions, raises,

Currently, the recommended safe distance requirements  

and growth, and effective training and onboarding.

of six feet per employee could mean an additional 25 to 
75 square feet per employee to ensure proper distancing.
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Leasing new offices (you need to start now)
If a company determines it needs new or additional office

For sublease, the space is delivered ready to move in, but  

space, there are several factors to consider. Offices on lower

the landlord of the master lease typically requires screening

floors, or with direct access, and with proper air circulation,

of any subtenants and written consent. This 30-day consent

or operable windows, would be the favorable option for many

window impacts the timeline but less so than a direct lease. 



companies. Establishing the amount of space needed for
safe distancing and construction and moving costs are just  

Coworking exists in many forms and is the most

a few of the considerations that must be factored into the

approachable choice for anyone looking to lease space.

timeline, which could take 6 to 12 months to complete.

There are long-term and short-term options, various

Additional factors include current market trends, what space

membership levels, day passes, industry-specific offerings,

is available on the market, who else is competing for that

and service and experiential focused choices. Still, decisions

space now, and who has a lease expiring in the next few

need to be made about the amount of space needed, when,

months that could be competing for space as well. 



and for how long. Additionally, current concerns include how
each coworking operator is going to handle people from

When deciding to lease new or additional space, there are  

unrelated households mixing together. Other concerns

a few options to choose from. Direct space is leased  

include what are the cleaning and distancing practices, will

directly from a landlord and typically requires construction  

they do temperature checks, will proof of vaccination be

to renovate to the liking of the tenant. Sublease space is

required, will masks be required, will shared coffee, kitchen,

leased from another company and is typically taken as is,

and meeting rooms be regulated, will overall capacity be

possibly even with furniture. Coworking space is the easiest

regulated and monitored, and how will restroom usage  

and quickest route to go in order to get up and running

be managed? 



quickly, whether it’s for the long term, short term, or as a
third location for hybrid employees who want or need to  

Market conditions are already shifting and though some

work somewhere that is neither their home nor the office.



sublease spaces are discounted by as much as 45%, those
are in short supply. In San Francisco, Silicon Valley, and Los

There are different considerations for each choice as  

Angeles combined, sublease availabilities further increased

well. For direct space, build out, design, defining vision,

in the first three months of 2021, totaling approximately  

developing concepts, hiring architects and engineers,

14 msf. Asking rental rates, however, are not on the same

bidding, permitting, vendor bidding and selection,

trajectory. In San Francisco and Silicon Valley, asking rents

construction, and FF&E (fixtures, furniture, and equipment)

decreased 20% since this time last year while Los Angeles

are all critical steps that add numerous weeks onto  

asking rent increased 4% in the same time period.

the timeline.
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The current supply is garnering attention from those  

distance, safety, and cleaning protocols, and creating  

tenants currently in the market for office space, which totals

or updating employee handbooks to define values,  

approximately 4.0 msf in LA and 4.8 for San Francisco and

culture, and procedures. 



Silicon Valley. Additional competition from space comes  
from the tenants whose leases expire in the next six to  
twelve months, which totals 8.6 msf for LA and 5.1 msf for
San Francisco and Silicon Valley. These companies are

In a remote-first environment, the default is remote but
incorporates additional community, collaboration, and
meeting spaces to drop in when needed. This option also
requires scheduling, productivity monitoring, programs  

planning now for the hybrid workplace and assessing needs

to ensure employee engagement, specialized management

for a new central location, additional satellite locations,  

structure and people software, as well as a comprehensive

or drop-in flexible spaces. 


employee handbook.



MODELS FOR WORK

A full hybrid model would offer employees a choice of being
in the office four to five days a week, one to three days a
week, or the ability to work from anywhere. Working from
anywhere encompasses in-office, home, third-location, and
coworking. This option also requires scheduling, monitoring,
management, and a well-defined culture. 



Though much has been reported about some companies
opting to work fully remotely, most companies, large and
small, will opt into some form of office-centric or hybrid
models. Even within those structures there will be a
considerable amount of learning, adapting, and evolving.
These are not permanent solutions and all companies  
Unlike any other time in history, everything is on the  

can expect to make changes to layout and work styles  

table for workspace options. One one end of the spectrum  

over the next few years. 



is office-centricity and on the other end is the fully remote
option. In between these two extreme and fixed options is  

Employers can expect some pent-up demand from those

the hybrid model. This newly emerging type of workplace  

eager to get back into the office. It’s important, however, to

is highly customizable and can accommodate a variety  

survey employees both now and again in a few months to

of work styles. 



gauge sentiment about returning. Those who have
reservations or concerns now may feel differently in the

One example would include different teams going into  

future. The plan to return to the office should be a phased

the office one to three days a week and working remotely  

process not a light switch that has to happen all at once.

for two to four days. This requires surveying employees to

Employers may find that they will need to examine survey

determine intent, examining productivity metrics, setting up

results, understand that they represent a moment in time,

scheduling, implementing procedures, defining occupancy,

make a plan, and then adjust those re-entry plans.
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Your employees have had the opportunity to be vaccinated, the

COVID-19 cases have significantly declined, indoor dining is back

on, and you may have even opened your doors for staggered

occupancy. Everything feels a little more normal and familiar. Why

You’re Ready.

not celebrate? Building or rebuilding company culture is a vital

step in returning to the office. Employees need to feel welcome

Now What?

and a part of the big picture. An event, whether it’s an indoor or

outdoor gathering, will help employees reconnect, work through

initial awkwardness after being physically separated for a year,  

and renew synergy. Employers will have the opportunity to interact

with employees and foster a personal connection that will boost

employee gratification, productivity, and engagement.
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